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Penguin presents a marvellous new recording of Roald Dahl's The Twits, read by IT Crowd star Richard
Ayoade. The audiobook features original music.

Mr Twit is a foul and smelly man with bits of cornflake and sardine in his beard. Mrs Twit is a horrible old
hag with a glass eye. They've kept Muggle-Wump monkeys caged in the garden for far too long, and now the
monkeys want to take their revenge....
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From reader reviews:

Margaret Head:

This The Twits are reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The explanation of
this The Twits can be one of many great books you must have is usually giving you more than just simple
reading through food but feed an individual with information that possibly will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions in e-book
and printed versions. Beside that this The Twits giving you an enormous of experience including rich
vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day task. So , let's have it
appreciate reading.

Donald Murphy:

Reading a book to become new life style in this year; every people loves to examine a book. When you read
a book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge, because
book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book that you
have read. If you would like get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, and soon. The The
Twits provide you with new experience in studying a book.

Beverly Barber:

This The Twits is brand new way for you who has fascination to look for some information mainly because it
relief your hunger info. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still
having tiny amount of digest in reading this The Twits can be the light food to suit your needs because the
information inside this specific book is easy to get by anyone. These books develop itself in the form that is
certainly reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in guide form
make them feel drowsy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a guide
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss this!
Just read this e-book kind for your better life along with knowledge.

Gerard Armstrong:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information from a book. Book is created or printed or created from each source that filled update of news.
With this modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media
social just like newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic.
You can add your knowledge by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just
looking for the The Twits when you desired it?
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